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VANGUARD INTEGRITY PROFESSIONALS AT
IBM Z SYSTEMS TECHNICAL UNIVERSITY
Vanguard to Sponsor and Exhibit in Washington, D.C., November 13 - 17, 2017
LAS VEGAS, NEVADA – November 7, 2017 – Vanguard Integrity Professionals, Inc., cybersecurity experts
with cybersecurity solutions securing any enterprise, is proud to be a silver sponsor and exhibit at IBM z
Systems Technical University 2017 in Washington, D.C., November 13 - 17, 2017. Additionally, Vanguard
cybersecurity experts will be available to discuss topics addressing the latest security and compliance
issues. Vanguard will highlight its security solutions demonstrating how they play a vital role protecting
any enterprise, cloud or IBM® z/OS® security server environment.
IBM technical training events are designed for technical development in IBM Z®, IBM Power Systems™
and IBM Storage. The week is packed with skill-building sessions, hands-on labs, onsite certification
testing and a vibrant Solution Center.
Security experts from Vanguard will be on hand at IBM z Systems Technical University 2017 to discuss the
latest security and compliance topics, trends and techniques over the multi-day conference. We invite
you to come by our booth in the Solutions Center in the Washington Hilton and meet with Vanguard
executives.
About Vanguard Integrity Professionals
Vanguard Integrity Professionals provides enterprise security software and services that solve complex
security and regulatory compliance challenges for financial, insurance, healthcare, education,
transportation and government agencies around the world. Vanguard provides Cybersecurity Solutions
Securing any Enterprise. The world’s largest Financial, Insurance, Government Agencies and Retailers
entrust their security to Vanguard Integrity Professionals. Vanguard is committed to protecting and
securing the Cloud and any Enterprise environment. Vanguard provides 24/7/365 live customer support
from the United States of America.
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